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Live Free or Die Hard - Movie Review
1. Noun
2. Adjective
3. Noun
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10. Animal
11. Adjective
12. Adjective
13. Same Animal
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Live Free or Die Hard - Movie Review
How do you top Die Hard With A Vengeance? Good set pieces, a nasty

Noun

a

Adjective

sidekick in the form of Samuel L. Jackson and Bruce Willis on absolutely, positively top form. A winning
combination in short. How do you top that?

Die Hard 4.0 starts when a criminal
structure that supports the

Noun

starts to take down the entire computer and technological

of the United States and it's up to a decidedly 'old school' hero,

Plural noun

police detective John McClane, to take down the conspiracy, aided by a young

One word insult

.

Bruce Willis shows that he can still wipe any one of the newcomers off the screen with a nod of his weary face.
The man has screen charm and charisma by the
side-kick, Matt Farrell. Matt Farrell is not

Noun

Physical characteristic

loads. Justin Long is the young

nor is he really wise cracking. Justin Long

plays him as a guy way out of his league. Most of the time he is merely bewildered by McClanes
noun

Plural

and the violence that seems to follow them wherever they go.

Timothy Olyphant plays Thomas Gabriel, the
have the same nasty,
animal

Same insult

Adjective

had before him. He might be

presence to fill the screen.

Animal

behind the whole scheme. He simply does not

endearing evilness the other Die Hard
Physical characteristic

Adjective

Same

enough but he simply does not have the

Live Free or Die Hard opens in the US on June 29.
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